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About This Game

The official video game of the Motocross Championship is back! Download MXGP PRO and live the entire MXGP experience
as a pro.

Adjust your bike's configuration like a mechanic, tuning the suspension, brakes or throttle to make your ride unique.
Experiment with the new Pro Physics when racing and have fun with freer gameplay, thanks to new bike and rider behaviours.

Practice in the Compound, a square kilometre of track where you can freely explore or compete against the AI. You can
practice up to 30 challenges to learn real riders' techniques!

Tackle Career mode with your custom rider, starting in the MX2 category. Increase your fame, sign contracts with ever-more
prestigious sponsors and become MXGP champion.

All the official tracks and riders from the 2017 season await you! Ready for the challenge?
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Title: MXGP PRO
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500,  AMD FX-8100 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 with 2 GB VRAM or more / AMD Radeon HD 7950 with 2 GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German
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A good improvementy upon MXGP3.

Do the Training.

Play with Bike settings on Pro and it really makes a difference to handling.
Physics feel good, take some getting used to, don't expect to be able to go full gas through every corner, throttle control actually
matters.
Enjoying making my way through normal Career before tackling Extreme one race at a time.

Missing MXON like MXGP3

I don't do Multiplayer so can't comment on that. Singleplayer is solid :)
Shame the Ruts don't do much and the whips are a bit meh Otherwise great game.. This game is one of the best Mx games i
have played and that just shows that milsestone are starting to put really much effort in to their games. the new compound are
just amazing with the Enduro tracks and mx tracks.
you do not need to have such high spec pc that they say you need, i thought that i would have to little Ram but i have no
problems with frame drops or anything and i play on Ultra graphics with everything maxed out.

Specs:
Intel i5 7600K , 3.8GHz
GTX 1050TI Strix
8 GB RAM

so overall a good game with great physics and the bikes are starting to behave more and more like they do in real life, and i just
love that 2 Strokes are back in the game.. It's actually a pretty good game, whips and physics are really weird sometimes, but in
reality all of these things theyre doing are really big steps in the moto games genre. When you go look at other
motocross/supercross games coming out, in my opinion, Milestone is 10x ahead of the competition, I mean their whips physics
need a BIG adjustment, but whips arent everything in a motocross game, I would rather have a game that looks good, plays
good, and is all around fun for me, rather than a game that everything is off except for the whips, people can disagree with me
on that one, but you cant deny its a good game overall, or you can, like I said, this is my opinion and you have yours, we can
agree to disagree on just about anything. Now, after saying all this, I will say there are a lot of bugs and things that need to be
fixed, and as we've seen from the past Milestone does a pretty good job at fixing it. Again, all my opinion.. take a decent game
and take all the fun out of it, give it bad nonsensical physics, strip the ability to buy parts, break the economy, take away riding
for other teams and make everything blury.
it looks like it was built from the ground up again.... except where is wasnt, theres still the same bugs, the wheels still rotate too
slow its just annoying. bought it off♥♥♥♥♥just to save the money. Should use the monster energy supercross gameplay. The
movements are very mechanical, without fluidity and the physics is a crap.
They should make updates to fix this urgently!!!

If these problems are fixed, the game has potential.
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Bike handle like♥♥♥♥♥♥ cant lay it over or even actually turn without almost stopping. The bike constently slides out on
every corner, if you even slightly over jump anything you crash if you turn alittle too sharp you crash if get a♥♥♥♥♥♥hair
side ways guess what you crash. Just get mxgp3 or monster energy supercross 1 or 2 but please dont waste your money like i did.
Just can't recommend this game, devs seem to not care.

DO NOT BUy until we see some updates. (DLC gear is not an update). Two good steps forward, one big step back for this
franchise.

I'm enjoying the more challenging cornering and ground physics. It really shines on rougher tracks where finesse is key to
maintaining good speed and fast lines. I also really appreciate a more open tuning system to get your bike setup the way you like
it, and tune your bike for your lines at different tracks and surfaces. These feel like really awesome improvements to the
gameplay.

I really love the choppy rutty tracks in this game with these 'pro' physics setup. It takes way more finesse and control, and feels
awesome. I've noticed in longer races, the deformation eventually just flattens out the lines, rather than make them choppy or
blown out. I get why this works this way, but it would be cool if lines got rougher and harder over time, rather than smoother.
This is really apparently in long motos, where the A.I leaves a 5 foot wide perfectly flat race line through the whole track, which
brings me to my next point.

The AI seems largely unchanged and is as slow and one lined as any of their other games. They simply follow the same path
around the track lap after lap, never changing lines and providing only a challenge for the first few motos while you get
comfortable with a setup. After I found a good base setting in my second ever moto, I've been easily 2-5+ seconds a lap faster
than the A.I, which is hugely dissapointing. By my estimation, Milestone expected the increased riding difficulty meant the A.I
is inherently more challenging. It works to a degree, and I think they're probably on to something with that formula. If the A.I
took different and varying lines, which made the track rougher and more difficult over time, riding smoothly and fast would be
more challening, making the whole game much harder and more fun/realistic.

The most maddening step backwards is the in air controls. The scrub and whip, apparently 'helped by' Tim Gajser is the absolute
wost it's been yet. Gajser, while an amazing rider; is apparently a very poor gameplay designer. I am mostly shocked that they
took such a huge step backwards on a feature seemed to be improving all too slowly. There is no longer any 'feel' in trying to
lean off a jump, it doesn't matter how fast or slow you move the control sticks, the rider simple snaps the bike sideways in
which you have to counter steer back to land safely. It's absolutely madenning how bad this is, at least in MXGP3/MES you can
control the speed and amount of english you put on the bike. Why are you struggling so hard with this Milestone? I just don't
understand after all these years of being dragged kicked and screaming to adding more control and feel, you've now completely
gone backwards again. It just doesn't make any sense whatsoever.

Graphics are great, sound is great. They're continuing to up the fidelity and it all looks and sounds awesome. The career mode
and sponsor stuff is all fine and pretty good so far. It also runs great on my iMac with bootcamp. I'm really bummed there is still
no FOV adjustment for those of us who primarily ride in first person.

Overall it's a fun game, and a welcome installment. I just wish the A.I could go as fast paced as Milestone does at releasing these
games.
. Great game. But dont buy from steam as its to much,n buy it off♥♥♥♥♥like i did or wait for a sale. One step forwards, two
steps back. While the graphical update is nice, the physics and career mode are a huge step backwards.

Buy MXGP 3 instead. (Or Monster Energy Supercross if supercross is more your style.). DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!! THE
PHYSICS IN THIS GAME ARE A JOKE, THE BRAKES IN THIS GAME ARE A JOKE,THE BODY MOVEMENT IS A
JOKE. THIS IS A HORRIBLE ATTEMPT AT A MOTORCROSS GAME. NEVER IN MY 20 YEARS OF RACING IRL
HAVE I EVER EASED INTO A TURN. YOU LOCK EM UP AND DIG THAT MOTHER F****ER INTO BURM
SIDEWAYS IF NEEDED. YOU CANT EVEN LOCK THE REAR BRAKES AT ALL LET ALONE LAY IT DOWN TO
MAKE THOSE FAST TURNS. 100% WORST GAME IVE EVER PLAYED. THE GRAPHICS ARE BETTER THAN MOST
BUT THATS THE ONLY UPSIDE TO THIS GAME I WISH I COULD GET A REFUND FOR THIS GAME!!!! HAVE THE
DEVS EVEN BEEN TO A REAL RACE OR ON A BIKE AT ALL????
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